This is the main entrance of Penrose Heritage Museum. The double doors shown at right lead straight into the museum entryway.

Parking is available in The Broadmoor parking garage which is beneath Broadmoor Hall immediately adjacent to the museum entrance. After parking and taking the stairs or elevator to the ground floor, guests will exit through Broadmoor Hall on the street level and follow the paved path to the museum entrance.
This is the view of the elevators from inside Broadmoor Hall which access the parking garage levels below. To approach the museum by wheelchair, proceed to the main entrance/exit of the hall (next photo) which leads to the paved path to the museum entrance. To exit via a short staircase, proceed to the green Exit sign in the left-hand side of this photo.
The main entrance/exit of Broadmoor Hall is wheelchair accessible and close to the elevators, directly across from the large screens shown above on the left.
After exiting Broadmoor Hall, proceed to the left for a wheelchair accessible ramp to the sidewalk and then turn right to follow the sidewalk to get to the museum.
This is the sidewalk from Broadmoor Hall heading toward the museum.
At the end of the sidewalk is the second entrance to Broadmoor Hall with staircase access to the parking garage elevators. Cross the crosswalk in front of the parking garage driveway and the museum is immediately to the right.
The entrance to the museum features an automatic door opener for guests with wheelchairs. It is located on the right-hand side of the wall.